
BIO 480/680 Computer programming exercise III 
 
 
This exercise is based on a program that might have been used for our project that 
tested the random number generator for uniformity and sequential correlations.  This 
program is listed on the next page of this exercise. 
 
1) What is the purpose of line 5 in the program? 
 
2) What is the purpose of line 19?  How are the variables maxint and minint being used? 
 
3) The srand function seeds the random number generator and is called in line 11.  Why 
do we call the “time” function as part of this seeding process? 
 
4) The variable count is an array variable in this program.  Why do we only need 10 rows 
for this variable?  Where in the program have we specified that count will have up to 10 
rows? 
 
5)  The variable count has been declared as an integer array.  Why was the variable 
fraction declared as a floating point variable?  Related to this use of different types of 
variables, see if you can figure out why in line 24, the “(float)” text appears.  As a hint, 
putting float in parentheses before the variable total converts that value to a float type. 
 
6) Why would the printf statement in line 31 have those “\t” characters?  What do these 
characters stand for and what effect would they have on the output produced by this 
line? 
 
7) What is the purpose of the call to the fopen function in line 33?  Why does the 
program use the “w” expression?  If this function succeeds, what will be in the variable 
outfile and how will we use this variable? 

 
8) When the program prints out results, how many digits will appear to the right of the 
decimal for the variable fraction? 
 
9) What is the purpose of the for loop in lines 14 and 15? 
 
10) The variable r in line 20 - What is it used for?  Why do we have r there, when just 
about every other use of count has i in the brackets? 
 
 



1 #include <stdio.h> 

2  

3 int main( void ){ 

4  int i, count[10], total, r, maxint, minint; 

5  float x, fraction[10]; 

6  FILE* outfile; 

7  

8  maxint = 9; 

9  minint = 0; 

10  

11  srand( time( NULL ) ); 

12  total = 10000; 

13  

14  for( i=0; i<10; i++ ) 

15   count[i] = 0; 

16  for( i=0; i<total; i++ ) 

17  { 

18   x = rand() / (RAND_MAX + 1.0); 

19   r = floor( (maxint-minint+1) * x ) + minint; 

20   count[r]++; 

21  } 

22  for( i=0; i<10; i++ ) 

23  { 

24   fraction[i] = count[i] / (float)total; 

25  } 

26  printf( "Random number generator uniformity test\n" ); 

27  printf( "Total numbers generated : %i\n", total ); 

28  printf( "Value  Count   Fraction\n" ); 

29  for( i=0; i<10; i++ ) 

30  { 

31   printf( "  %i\t%i\t%.4f\n", i, count[i], fraction[i] ); 

32  } 

33  outfile = fopen("output.txt", "w" ); 

34  for( i=0; i<10; i++ ) 

35  { 

36   fprintf( outfile, "%i\t%i\t%.4f\n", i, count[i], fraction[i] ); 

37  } 

38  fclose( outfile ); 

39  return 0; 

40 } 

 



For the second part of this exercise, a program has been written as shown.  This 
program could have been used to solve the logistic population model as part of our 
second project (in this case using the advanced Euler’s method). 
 
 
 
1 #include <stdio.h> 

2  

3 int main( void ){ 

4  int i, steps; 

5  float r, K, dN, dt; 

6  float dNa, dNb, Na; 

7  float N[101], t[101]; 

8  FILE *outfile; 

9  

10  r = 1.5; 

11  K = 100; 

12  N[0] = 2; 

13  t = 0; 

14  dt = 1.0; 

15  steps = 25; 

16  

17  for( i=0; i<steps; i++ ) 

18  { 

19   dNa = ( ( r * N[i] - r/K * N[i] * N[i] ) * dt; 

20   Na = N[i] + dNa; 

21   dNb = ( r * Na - r/K * Na * Na ) * dt; 

22   dN = ( dNa + dNb ) / 2; 

23   N[i+1] = N[i] + dN; 

24   t[i+1] = t[i] + dt; 

25  } 

26  for( i=0; i<=steps; i++ ) 

27  { 

28   printf( "At time %i, N = %7.4f\n", t[i], N ); 

29  } 

30  

31  outfile = fopen( "output.txt", "w" ); 

32  for( i=0; i<=steps; i++ ) 

33  { 

34   fprintf( outfile, "%4.1f\t%7.4f\n", t[i] ); 

35  } 

36  fclose( outfile ); 

37  

38  return 0; 

39 } 

 
 
Compiling this program has generated the following error list.  Find the source of each 
error and indicate how you would fix the error.  The number after “…log.c:” indicates the 
line number in the program where the error occurred. 
 



 
 
 
Lastly, suppose in the above program the variable steps was changed to make the 

program solve the population model for 200 time steps instead of 25 time steps as it is 
shown above (line 15 would be changed to “steps = 200;”).  The program now compiles 
without error but crashes when run and does not generate any output.  Why? 
 


